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 Citxw Nlaka’pamux Assembly 

The Citxw Nlaka’pamux Assembly (CNA) was formed for the purpose of managing and 
administering the Participating Bands’ commitments in the Participation Agreement 

with Highland Valley Copper and Economic Community Development Agreement with 
the province of British Columbia. 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

8 Participating Bands 

Ashcroft Indian Band 

Boston Bar First Nation 

Coldwater Indian Band 

Cook’s Ferry Indian Band 

Nicomen Indian Band 

Nooaitch Indian Band 

Shackan Indian Band 

Siska Band 
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 Summary of Agreements 
 
 
 

 

The Participation Agreement creates an Implementation Committee with representatives from HVC 
and the Participating Bands and is primarily responsible for ensuring that the commitments created in 
the Agreement are met. The Participation Agreement commits HVC to provide economic benefits to 
the Participating Bands concurrent with working towards increasing opportunities for training, em- 
ployment, business development and contract work at the HVC for Participating Band owned busi- 
nesses and members. Each of the Parties acknowledges and agrees that a key objective of this 
Agreement is for the Parties to work together in a cooperative manner in order to substantially in- 
crease Contract Opportunities for Participating Bands and their Businesses. The Implementation 
Committee will periodically assess the Contract Opportunities provided through this Agreement as 
part of the long term-planning process in order to develop strategies to improve upon such opportu- 
nities. 
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Summary of the 4 Agreements 
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 Summary of Funding for Programs 
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 Board of Directors 
 

 

Chief David Walkem, Chief Lee Spahan, Chief Dolores O’Donaghey, Chief Ursula Drynock, 

Chief Marcel Shackelly, Chief Percy Joe, Chief Fred Sampson (Not in photo-Chief Greg Blain) 
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 NLX Trust – C.N.A. Relations 
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 Nlaka’pamux Legacy Trust 
 Purpose 

 

The Trust is to receive, manage and distribute funds generated from the Highland Valley copper mine and such 

funding agreements are laid out under the following two documents: 

The Economic and Community Development agreement between the Participating Bands and Her Majesty the 

Queen in Right of the Province of British Columbia (the “Province”). The purpose of this agreement is sharing 

mineral tax revenues in relation to the Highland Valley mine. 

The Participation Agreement between the Participating Bands and Teck, which stipulates the method for 

sharing mine profits and other benefits regarding the mine. 

The beneficiaries of the Trust includes the eight communities and a not for profit entity called Citxw Nlaka’pamux 

(“CNA”), which is controlled by the Chiefs of the eight communities. There are various terms set out in the Trust 

Deed which set out how the Trust is to be managed and how money is to be shared amongst the communities. 

The money is to be used to provide for or assist in the long term socio-economic well-  being of the beneficiaries, 

including the improvement of their cultural, communal and economic sustainabil- ity. Payments are not to be 

made directly to any individuals. 

 Trustees Oversight 

The individuals responsible for implementing and overseeing the Trust Deed are called Trustees. The Trus- 

tees hire professional investment managers to manage all or part of the funds, as well as other managers for 

other investments, if needed. There are a number of rules in the Trust Deed which sets out what Trustee can 

and cannot do, as well as their responsibilities and liabilities. There are four Trustees; three persons from the 

Nlaka’pamux Nation and one Administrative Trustee. Each person is appointed for five years. However, in  the 

initial years the terms of the Nlaka’pamux Trustees are staggered with appointments of 2, 3 and 4 years in order 

to ensure continuity. 
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 Sharing Formula 
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 Manager’s Report by Wayne Kaboni 

Welcome to our third annual year of operations, this year was again growth year for 
the organization we added two more staff and several programs. We added a Busi- 
ness Development Coordinator position to focus in areas to raise awareness about 
the organization and develop a stronger business development path between the 
Mine, the eight communities, its members and our organization. We also established 
Neet’lim an Environmental Monitoring Business to support opportunities and En- 

hance the capacity of our Territorial Stewardship Department that included hiring a technical person 
to work in this capacity. The person hired was a recent university graduate, a successful mine site 
intern and member of one of the eight communities. With these two hires, the organization has in- 
creased our capacity, provide a technical resource on issues around the environment and annual 
business planning around the mine site and provide employment and training services. 

This year was also spent implementing several nation-based projects. These projects are designed to 
have great impact to the eight communities and were designed around the priorities document that 
was developed by leadership in 2014. These projects included three youth workshops, a lan-guage 
revitalization initiative, youth and elder’s roundtables, high school education bursaries, reprinting 
cultural resource materials for community distribution and research on Aboriginal title and rights. 

 
 

Well it’s been a very busy year officially a third year of operations. The first year that we got to exe- 
cute nation-based funding initiatives. The primary one being the language revitalization program in 
which we hired four staff over the course of the year to develop language modules and curriculum that 
we can implement in schools and daycares. We also did youth and elders roundtables to get a better 
understanding of our priorities match the priority of the youth and elders. We conducted a community 
roundtable and five urban roundtables produced a report summarizing the results and also report that 
outlined next steps approaches. During the process we realize that the goals and priorities established 
by the Board of Directors is quite similar to that of the youth and elders. 

 

We also ran three youth initiatives leadership camp during the March break, entrepreneurship In July 

and a multimedia in film camp in August. We hope to get a better understanding of what kids, youth 

believe leadership should look like and designed how they can become more involved. As the first 

step of many more to come with the goal to establish youth councils and the communities as well as 

a Master youth Council to represent all eight communities. With the entrepreneurship we wanted to 

see if there is an interest in entrepreneurship by youth. Providing several dynamic speakers that had 

a range of business expertise that the kids could hear. We had a former NHL hockey player talk about 

the food service business that he got into and brought in a speaker who is a rapper entrepreneur that 

held the attention of the youth for over two hours, we were shocked. 

 
 

The most successful event that we had was a multimedia in film camp, we brought in and utilized 

aboriginal mentors that had industry experience during the whole process. We allowed kids to exercise 

a certain freedom on developing content for their movies. We also ran during to these camps and art 

therapy session in which actor carver Eric Schweigg worked with youth and then donated the finish 

mask to the organization. The most remarkable thing about this conference was a movie focused on 

suicide and bullying, it was written by six amazing youth the filming and editing were conducted by 

youth mentored by industry experts. The piece is very amazing in fact it was featured at first Nations 

health Authority conference in Vancouver in which all of the attendees were amazed by the content 

and quality of the movie, so much so that the RCMP want to use it as a training piece and communities 
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they deal with. This year was a year rapid growth the other challenge we had was developing a 

business development unit to pursue contracting opportunities at the mine site. The business 

development unit was established to implement and execute the development of K’en T’em 

management. During the development of K’enT’em pursuits and smaller contracts at the mine site 

and reviewed a lot of upcoming opportunities. We hope the 2017 will be the year we will break through 

with the major contracting opportunities. 

Over the course of this year we have several board meetings, several trustee meetings, and several 
meetings at the mine site with our various technical working groups with the goal of creating aware- 
ness for the communities. We also went through an emergency response plan workshop at the mine 
site and engaged several of the communities to be part of the workshop. This was follow-up to the 
Table top process that we participated in 2015, where we learned lots of lessons the primary lesson 
being that more preparation and more training around emergency response needs to be developed 
and implemented at the community level and relationships to establish their success needs to be 
paramount. 
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 Business Development Report by Whitney Shackelly 
 

Through the development of initiatives in relation to economic development, the busi- 

ness development department of the CNA is gaining traction with regards to developing 

partnerships with industry experts while ensuring capacity development is prioritized at 

the forefront of all opportunities. In securing industry partners through a community first 

approach, we ensure maximum benefit back to our communities of interest through in- 

novative job creation. Securing apprenticeships, work co-op programs and general employment is the 

primary focus of the Business Development department with revenue being a secondary priority. 

Focusing on capacity development through employment and training opportunities that can be leveraged 

both directly and indirectly through the impact and benefits agreement with Teck Highland Valley Copper 

alongside our business partners is part of the legacy plan for success within the business sector. Using 

our industry partners to compliment employment and training across multiple sectors will allow for a vari- 

ety of opportunities to meet the individual needs of membership. Ensuring opportunities are being max- 

imized will ultimately lead to the growth of own business within the CNA as our legacy plan is focused on 

capacity development with long term growth in mind. 

Looking to support those with the relentless drive to succeed is further being support through the Entre- 

preneur Equity Match Initiative (EEMI). The EEMI will offer members the opportunity to pursue own 

source visions focused on business. Supporting membership from the CNA Participating Bands by 

providing an equity matching initiative up to $10,000 per business venture – eligible projects include es- 

tablishing, modernizing or expanding a CNA Participating Band member-owned business in British Co- 

lumbia. 

The recently executed K'en Teem Management Corporation was established to support the business de- 

velopment arm of the CNA. K’en T’em will be the entity where all partnerships, joint ventures and busi- 

ness opportunities will exist. K’en T’em Management Corporation has a three member board of directors 

and will assist in ensuring the community first legacy vision is maintained while ensuring partnerships 

and decisions are being executed in a timely manner, which is a critical component for success. 

With respect to contracting at HVC, there are three different selection processes used for business and 

contracting. Open tender, which refers to a tender being available to the open market. Invitation only, 

refers to a tender being available to those preselected by invitation. First Nation invitation only, which 

refers to a tender being available to the First Nation groups. When an opportunity is identified as a First 

Nation invitation only opportunity and there is only one interested First Nation proponent the opportunity 

will then move into preferred negotiations for the interested proponent. In each tender, there is a First 

Nation inclusion strategy that all proponents must complete with preference being given to those within 

the Nlaka’pamux territory. 

During 2017, the Business Development department will ensure the following deliverables are being met 
through successful award with business and contracting at Teck HVC; 

Award of service contracts (20%) 
Award of supply contract (1) 
Award through preferred negotiations (4) 

 
The deliverables as outlined, will be pursed with the following initiatives in mind; 

Create training opportunities or apprentices that are progressive 
Identify and implement long-term growth opportunity 
Evaluate risks and opportunities in the development planning process 
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 Communications Report by Kristy Henkes 
 

Communications is an integral part of creating and delivering information, both in- 
side and outside of an organization. It is our communications mandate to promote 
a positive relationship between the Citxw Nlaka’pamux Assembly (C.N.A.) and the 
community members and organizations. The communications department’s duties 
include community relations, public relations and marketing strategies, to the crea- 

tive side of promotional literature, advertising and artwork. This department within the C.N.A. in- 
volves a range of duties which include creating marketing plans, organizing events, managing com- 
munications strategies, developing materials and communications out to the communities through a 
variety of outlets. 

The C.N.A. then developed and started to implement the communication strategies. This includes a 
newsletter for community members, email distribution list for Band leadership, staff and members, 
fax distribution list for Band Offices and a Facebook page for all members and Bands on Facebook. 
The Citxw Nlaka’pamux Assembly communications strategy is intended for informational purposes; 
to serve the 8 Bands in communicating out any community successes, events, and training and em- 
ployment opportunities to reach out further to a wider audience within the communities and assist 
the Bands with promotional items and posters to send out. 

In 2016 the communications coordinator attended the End Land Use Plan technical and community 
meetings for the completion of the plan. Kristy also attended community meetings to bring the CNA 
organization information into the community for their Annual Think in Sessions, Community Compre- 
hensive Planning Sessions and their Annual General Meetings. 

We had our first Career Fair at the Civic Centre on March 2nd, 2016 to bring the communities and 
schools together to see opportunities available to them and to bring all the post-secondary institu- 
tions, companies, organizations and resources together in one place for the community members to 

interact and get information and build a stronger community through relationship building. 

There were also 13 Youth and Elder Roundtables completed in the 8 communities as well as 5 ur- 
ban areas including Merritt, Chilliwack, Kamloops, Kelowna and Vancouver. These brought the 
Youth and Elders together to work through processes on what they want to see in their communities. 

From these there are 2 reports available at our office or our website. The first is the Findings Report 
and the second is the Implementation Report. 

Kristy also help organize and coordinate the Nlaka’pamux Gathering at Highland Valley Copper as 
well as their Youth and Elder Site Tours for the communities. This included 2 days of workshops , 
information booths and tours at Highland Valley Copper to have the communities come and learn 
about the mine. 

By the end of the year Kristy wrote reports and proposals for 2017. This included proposals for the 
Youth Leadership Program in Leadership, Land Stewardship and Multimedia and Arts, Culture and 
Arts Proposal to bring Culture Nights into the Communities and a Plan and Proposal for an Emer- 
gency Planning Session for the communities. 

Also to enhance communications within our communities Kristy attended meetings to bring up to 20 
more short films on the Nlaka’pamux Culture, Heritage and Language in the coming year. This is a 
project brought to the Youth and Elders to help develop, implement and complete within the next 
year. If you have any questions please feel free to contact Kristy at 250-378-1864 or email at 
khenkes@cna-trust.ca. 

mailto:khenkes@cna-trust.ca
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 Employment and Training Report by 

 Juanita Quewezance 
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 CNA LANGUAGE PROJECT REPORT 
 

Prepared by: Jean York, Mary Angus, Lena Nicholson, and Jack Miller 

 
 Introduction 

This report, prepared by and with input from, members of the Nlaka’pamux Language Project Team, 

is based on activities during the period January 1, 2016 to December 31, 2016. The team has come 

together gradually, Jean York and Jack Miller began preliminary work in January; Lena Nicholson 

was hired as a data input technician and began working in February, and Mary Angus, a curriculum 

specialist, began working in September. 

 

 Curriculum and Program Development 

The units and lessons developed in 2016 involved typical themes/topics such as animals, birds, fam- 

ily, body parts, place names, seasons, basic commands, greetings, etc. The biggest issue has been 

to “transform” the traditional “teaching curriculum” into a technical, computer-based curriculum that 

could be applied to the CAN-8 platform which the CNA had previously purchased licenses. That 

curriculum is more learner-centered and emphasizes oral language. 

 

Initially, Jean and Jack have been involved in program development, i.e. the “big picture” aspects of 

the project. More recently, most of the work has involved the recording of Elders/Speakers whose 

words and phrases are then transferred by Lena to the voice system in the CAN-8 platform. The El- 

ders/Speakers being recorded represent all of the 8 communities in order to capture the unique dia- 

lects of the various regions. Mary, a recently retired teacher, has joined the team as a more tradi- 

tional curriculum developer and she is preparing materials that will complement the CAN-8 curricu- 

lum. To date she has completed a Readers’ Theatre mini play that incorporates the use of the 

Nlaka’pamux language. 

 

 Liaison Work with Communities 

One of the most important, yet complicated, aspects of the language project is community liaison. It 

involves communicating with Chief and Council, Band Administration staff, Elders/Speakers, other 

community members and youth. This means establishing a number of different contacts in each 

community. To date, Chief and Council (or at least the Chief) has been formally or informally briefed 

on the details of the language project and many have seen some of the preliminary lessons that have 

been completed. Many of the administrative staff have also been present at these briefings or have 

received separate briefings. In some communities, those who have attended a General Band meeting 

have also seen a demonstration of some examples of the completed lessons. 
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 Focus Groups 

A number of small focus groups of youth, in community or school settings, have been carried out. 

Following that activity, the youth were asked to provide feedback to language team members on their 

experience. Focus group sessions were held in the following locations: 

Coldwater Band School 

Central Elementary School, Merritt 

Merritt Secondary School 

Boston Bar Elementary-Secondary School 

NVIT 

Lower Nicola Indian Band School 

Out of over 30 youth who participated in the focus groups, only one individual indicated that he was 

not interested in continuing once the program is established in each community. The majority of the 

youth enjoyed the experience. Full program launches will begin early in 2017. 

 
 Liaison with Other Organizations/Special Events 

Liaison with other organizations is also an important aspect of program start-up. A partial list of liai- 

sons that have been established are: 

SD #74 – Gold Trail (Desert Sands Community School in Ashcroft) – Aboriginal Education Dis- 

trict Principal, Tammy Mountain 

SD #58 – Merritt/Princeton – Aboriginal Education District Principal, Shelley Oppenheim-Lacerte 

SD #78 – Hope/Cascades Aboriginal Education District Principal, Rod Peters 

Boston Bar School – School Principal, Deborah Devine 

Coldwater Band School – Acting Principal Kathy Oppenheim 

Stein Valley Nlaka’pamux School (SVNS) at Lytton – Opal Charters 

Rock Art Conference at SVNS 

Boston Bar Band Cultural Days (scavenger hunt organized by Language Team) 

Whatcom Museum – for permission to reprint and update Thompson dictionary 

Nlaka’pamux communities and/or Band Schools who are not part of the Trust 

NVIT 

Nkshaytkn Cultural Gatherings 

 
 Work Accomplished to Date 

In February, CAN-8 program training, led by Carole Enriquez was attended by Jean, Lena, and Jack. 

The training was centered around inputting audio and visual representations of the language into the 

CAN-8 system. 

 
The development of units and lessons has been a very interesting, challenging and labour-intensive 
activity. Unit 1 (words), which involves 12 completed lessons and one still to be developed, and Unit 
2 (short phrases) which involves 11 lessons, are both nearing completion and were used with the 
youth focus groups. It was decided to add an Introductory Unit – a unit that encompasses all of the 
letters and symbols in the Salish alphabet along with the sound associated with each letter or sym- 
bol. This unit is also nearing completion. Unit 3 is more words in basically the same categories as 
those in Unit 1 except the words are more specific. The words and phrases in Unit 3 and Unit 4 are of 
a higher level of knowledge and will expand the learners’ vocabulary. 
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Unit 1 contains lessons on the following: animals, birds, plants, food, family members, num- bers, 

body parts, fish and fishing, hunting, gathering/digging, clothing, seasons/weather, and celes- tial 

objects. A lesson on colours is still under development – this is because in Nlaka’pmxcin, col- ours 

are usually associated with “things” and it is more difficult for the fluent speakers to remember 

specific colours in isolation. 

The words in Unit 1 are basic and generic words. 

 
Unit 2 contains lessons on the following: greetings, what are you doing?, commands, body parts, 

clothing, cooking, celestial bodies and weather, feelings, dwelling activities, colours, and fami- ly 

members. 

The phrases in Unit 2 are common, short and simple and are used in everyday conversations. 

 
Unit 3 will contain lessons on the following: the same headings as Unit 1. 

These words will be more specific and will require learning additional vocabulary. 

 
Unit 4 will contain lessons on the following: the same headings as  Unit 2.  

These phrases will be more advanced and will require learning additional vocabulary. 

 
Unit 5 will contain lessons on the following: place names from around all 8 CNA communi- ties and 

various other identifiable locations in the Nicola Valley, along the Thompson River south of 

Ashcroft, and along the Fraser River south of Lytton to Spuzzum. 

 
 The Elders/Speakers 

One of the most important activities taken on by the Language Team is the audio and video taping of 

Elders/Speakers. To date, the following individuals have contributed to the audio and video record- 

ings: 

Coldwater – Leonard Antoine, Larry and Ellen Antoine, Annie Major and Bernice Garcia; 

Nooaitch – Arthur Sam and Ester Voght, Joan Shackelly, and Amelia Washington; 

Shackan – Jim Toodlican and Bert Seymour; 

Cooks Ferry – Marie Anderson, Ross Albert, Dempsey Albert, Pearl Hewitt and Verna Miller; 

Ashcroft – Leslie Edmonds; 

Nicoamen – Lorraine Spence; 

Siska – Maurice Michell and Tina Edwards; 

Boston Bar – Harold Thomas. 

Lytton – (teaching at Boston Bar School) Charon Spinks; 

 
The Team has developed a “speaker of the Month” profile format and to date has interviewed three 

speakers – Jim Toodlican, Lorraine Spence, and Joan Shackelly. The intent is to interview other 

speakers who consent to the placing of their profiles on the CNA web site as well as in the Newslet- 

ter. 
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 Looking Forward 
 

For the 2017 calendar year, the team anticipates being able to accomplish the following objectives: 

a CAN-8 program launch in all 8 CNA communities who are supported with high-speed internet. 

The work “stations” or spaces will likely include an all-in-one desk-top computer with keyboard 

and mouse and a head-set with ear buds and a microphone; 

a binder containing operational and troubleshooting information and CNA contact information will 

be provide for each site; 

completion of all Units 1-5, including the Introductory Unit; 

development and completion of additional units – words, phrases, stories, games, and other cul- 

tural activities; 

incorporating life history, songs, protocols for significant events, stories/legends, into the content 

of lessons; 

adding new content to the CNA web site each month; 

promoting the use of Nlaka’pmxcin in everyday circumstances, i.e greetings and introductions; 

providing audio content for a proposed CNA on-line radio station; 

continuing to record and involve speakers in all of our activities; 

continued participation in all community and cultural events and field activities where language 

can be introduced in an appropriate manner; 

including in the schedule of activities of the Language Team, regular (at least monthly) visits to 

communities to ensure smooth operation of the CAN-8 system; 

establishing a series of “learning incentives” for participants who are learning the language; 

presentation of “Readers’ Theatre” (with props) using words and phrases in Nlaka’pmxcin at 

Cooks Ferry for members of all eight communities, and the Merritt Civic Center; 

presenting our progress at language conferences (i.e. Celebrating Salish, Stabilizing Indigenous 

Language Symposium [SILS]); 

developing and implementing a variety of methods to monitor learner progress and establish pro- 

tocols for evaluating language proficiency of the learners; and 

a successful outcome to establish a partnership with officials of the Whatcom Museum in Belling- 

ham Washington regarding printing of the Thompson Salish Language Dictionary. 
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Territorial Stewardship Department by Tamlyn Botel 

The Territorial Stewardship Department (TSD) was formed in 2015 and has been 

mandated to support the Citxw Nlaka’pamux Assembly Participating Bands in the 

continued stewardship of Nlaka’pamux lands and the Implementation Committee in 

implementing the Participation Agreement and Economic and Community Develop- 

ment Agreement (ECDA) for HVC mine. The TSD strives to be a sustainable and 

knowledgeable department that can provide reliable technical insight and recommendations related to 

resource development activities, specifically the HVC mine, to the 8 Participating Bands based upon 

Nlaka’pamux laws, knowledge and western science. The primary responsibilities of the TSD include: 

End Land Use and Closure Planning, Environment, Tailings and Dam Safety, Cultural Herit- age and 

Regulatory. This includes support for regulatory engagement that happens with the Prov- ince under 

the ECDA. 

2016 was the first, whole calendar year that the TSD was an operational department within the CNA. 

As such the year focused on introducing the department to the 8 communities, through establishing 

connections with the lands departments, engaging at community events, attending Elders groups and 

presenting at CNA events. Overall this was a success, however; we believe that continuous en- 

gagement is critical to ensuring the communities are informed and engaged in the work that we are 

doing with the mine. Below is a summary of notable outcomes in the last year and next steps for 2017. 

Participation Agreement Activities (Annual Work Plans) 
 

End Land Use and Closure 
The objectives of the 2016 End Land Use and Closure Work Plan included: 

Collaborating on the development and completion of the End Land Use Plan; and 

Identification of end land use objectives based on the understanding that Nlaka’pamux will be the 
end land users of the mine site. 

 

Notable 2016 outcomes include: 
Collaboration and comprehensive community engagement; throughout the End Land Use plan- 

ning process, 

Completion of the updated End Land Use Plan, 

Development of a draft End Land Use Plan community photobook; and 

Participation in the 2016 Closure Plan update. 

Environment 
The objectives of the 2016 Environment Work Plan included: 

Collaborating on environmental studies, actions for environmental protection and on-going recla- 
mation. 

 

Notable outcomes for 2016 include, the: 
Review and update of the HVC Environmental Policy to include recognition of Nlaka’pamux 

lands; 

environmental monitoring during the construction of the Woods Creek Diversion; 

participation in audits of HVC’s Environmental Management System (EMS), and; 

Review of the integrated site wide dust management plan for HVC, this was the first mine site to 
have a site-wide dust management plan approved. 
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Participating in a panel focused on community perspectives in mine reclamation at The British 
Columbia Technical and Research Committee on Reclamation (TRCR) 

 

Tailings and Dam Safety 
The objectives of the 2016 Tailings and Dam Safety Work Plan included: 

Implementing a community engagement plan on dam safety; 

supporting the development of community ERP plans; and 

Collaborating on the review and update of the HVC Tailings Policy and Tailings Review Board 
(TRB) Terms of Reference. 

 

Notable outcomes for 2016 include, the: 
A commitment from HVC to host an Emergency Response Plan workshop with CNA communities 

and other key stakeholders; and 

HVC holding a Dam Safety workshop and tour at the Nlaka’pamux Gathering. 

 

Cultural Heritage 
The objectives of the 2016 Cultural Heritage Work Plan included: 

collaborating on updating and implementing a cultural heritage program, 

building cultural heritage capacity, and 

Developing regular communications regarding cultural heritage activities. 
 

Notable outcomes for 2016 include, the: 
Collaboration on the HVC Cultural Heritage Program Guide; 

provided management services for cultural heritage technicians from both Esh-kn-am and NTA; 
and 

Provided input to the cultural heritage work plan and schedule. 
 

Regulatory 
The objectives of the 2016 Regulatory Work Plan included: 

Early engagement on projects and regulatory approvals; 

Collaboration on drafting regulatory applications; and 

CNA and HVC achieving consensus on regulatory applications. 
 

Notable outcomes for 2016 include, the: 
Development of Regulatory Engagement Process flow chart; 

Collaboration on the Bethlehem Mines Act Permit Amendment (MAPA) review; 

Regular and ongoing engagement regarding the proposed work for the Pukaist Sulphate Adap- 
tive Management Plan; 

 
Stewardship Activities 

Completion of Referrals Officer training programs through the Carrier Sekani Tribal Council; 
Participation in a First Nation roundtable on the review of the Health, Safety and Reclamation 

Code for Mines in British Columbia; 
Completion of the Mining Association of Canada’s Towards Sustainable Mining Verification train- 

ing; 
Participation in a focus group with HVC and the Province to investigate opportunities for lake en- 

hancement in the Highland Valley area; 
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Recommendation report development and presentation to the Expert Panel assembled for the 
review of the Canadian Environmental Assessment Act (CEAA, 2012); 

Supported Neet’lim Environmental Services in business development and operations. 
 

Next Steps 
 

Develop reporting functions back to communities to ensure they are meaningfully in- 

formed and engaged on activities related to the mine’s operations and development. 

Establish technical contact personnel in each of the 8 communities. 

Develop communications for Chief and Council 

 
Further develop and implement a review process in order to: 

Identify mitigation measures for adverse environmental and cultural impacts with respect to 

Nlaka’pamux values, interests and rights; 

Collaborate and coordinate Bands’ response under crown consultation on regulatory ap- 

provals needed by the mine 

Ensure that leadership and implementation committee is provided with all appropriate in- 

formation needed to make decisions in a timely manner; and 

Ensure no duplication of efforts occur as per the Participation Agreement. 

 
Deliver a session at community and technical level to inform and engage on the complet- 

ed review process. 

 
Community Engagement and Outreach 

Develop workshop and identify opportunities to engage at the community level on activi- 

ties relating to the annual workplans 

Engage with Elders and knowledge holders and identify opportunities to integrate 

knowledge on specific topics relating to achieving department Mandate and imple- 

menting the annual workplans 

Identify and implement opportunities to increase capacity of technical representatives within 

the community around natural resources. 

Develop and implement opportunities to engage with youth on topics/activities relating to 

the department’s mandate and implementation of the annual work plans. 

Supply content relating to the department’s mandate and implementation of the annual work 

plans to CNA communications coordinator. 

 
Further develop the internal capacity of the department to realize vision and mission. 

Develop quality assurance and project management software. 

Develop TSD capacity to house data relating to environment, Nlaka’pamux interests and 

Nlaka’pamux Knowledge in mine’s area of influence to inform reviews and decision 

making. 

Develop tools and identify opportunities to inform the decision making process of the 8 

communities with respect to HVC’s operations and its downstream and cumulative ef- 

fects on the environment and Nlaka’pamux Aboriginal Rights and Title. 

Develop and publish reports on activities/projects relating to the department’s mandate or, 

where applicable, implementation of the annual work plans. 
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 Youth Engagement Report by Kristy Henkes 

The Youth Engagement department was established in 2015 to serve the youth to 
help celebrate them, inspire to pursue their dreams and spark their passions in life. 
The youth will develop skills as tomorrow’s leaders. 

 

The Youth Engagement program’s goal and mission will: 
• Enable the Youth to transition successfully into adulthood 

• Help the Youth pursue their dreams by harnessing their creativity and energy 
• Help the Youth transform their ideas into tangible community based projects that create positive 
social value for a better World 
• Develop the character of tomorrow’s leaders based on personal principles and values 
• Enable educational institutions and communities to provide successful and effective youth pro- 
grams for middle and high school students 
• Create a culture of innovation in schools and communities across the Nation 
• Foster a positive and optimistic mindset in young people, educators and community members. 

 

To be a leader in establishing innovative, experiential youth leadership programs for middle and high 
school students, delivering these programs through a college setting, and in high school and middle 
schools, in close cooperation with local community leaders and their organizations, and to find part- 
nerships with like-minded organizations to effectively deliver positive approaches to education to 
young people within our Nation. The program will provide a focused introduction to the World of 
Governing, combing a dynamic, proven models and guest speakers with the experiences of leaders 
of industry, community leaders and educators. 

 

The overall goal of the Youth Leadership Program is to have or develop profound positive effects on 
the Youth and communities all across the Nlaka’pamux Nation. 

 

In 2016 we completed the following: 
 13 Youth and Elder Roundtables in each community and urban 

communities 
 5-Day Youth Leadership & Governance Conference in March 
 5-Day Entrepreneurship Youth Conference in July 
 HVC Youth and Elder Tour in July 
 10-Day Multimedia & Arts Youth Conference in August which 

made 5 Short Films 
 3-Day Youth and Elder Culture Camp-out in September and 
 A Santa’s Helpers Night to bake and make packages for Elders 

and the Homeless in December. 
 

If you have any questions regarding Youth Engagement please contact Kristy Henkes at 250-378- 
1864 or email her at khenkes@cna-trust.ca. 

 

mailto:khenkes@cna-trust.ca
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 Contact Information 

Citxw Nlaka’pamux Assembly 

Mailing Address: Office Address: 

P.O. Box 618 2187–A Coutlee Avenue 

Merritt, B.C. V1K 1B8 Merritt, B.C. V1K 1B8 

Tel: 250-378-1864 Fax: 250-378-2910 

Website: http:/ / cna-trust.ca Facebook Page: https:/ / w w w .facebook .com / cnatrust 

http://cna-trust.ca/
https://www.facebook.com/cnatrust

